Rolling bearing is one of the most crucial components in rotating machinery and due to their critical role, it is of great importance to monitor their operation conditions. However, due to the background noise in acquired signals, it is not always possible to identify probable faults. Therefore, signal denoising preprocessing has become an essential part of condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. In the present study, a hybrid fault diagnosis method based on singular value difference spectrum denoising and local mean decomposition for rolling bearing is proposed. First, as a denoising preprocessing method, singular value difference spectrum denoising is applied to reduce the noise of the bearing vibration signal and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Then, local mean decomposition method is used to decompose the denoised signals into several product functions. And product functions corresponding to the fault feature are selected according to the correlation coefficient criterion. Finally, Teager energy spectrum is analyzed by applying the Teager energy operator to the constructed amplitude modulation component. The proposed method is successfully applied to analyze the vibration signals collected from an experimental motive rolling bearing and rolling bearing of the self-made rotor experimental platform. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed singular value difference spectrum denoising and local mean decomposition method can achieve fairly or slightly better performance than the normal local mean decomposition-Teager energy operator method, fast kurtogram, and the wavelet denoising and local mean decomposition method.
Introduction
Rolling bearing is one of the most important components and most easily damaged parts in rotating machinery. When there is a fault on rolling bearing, it will affect the normal operation of mechanical equipment and even lead to a serious accident. Therefore, the fault diagnosis of rolling bearing is particularly important. 1 When a localized defect occurs on rolling bearing surfaces, a series of impulses are created in vibration signal of a rolling bearing. These impulses excite the resonances of the system with a certain repetition frequency. However, the operation process of rolling bearing is a complex and unsteady dynamic process; the feature of vibration signal in time domain and frequency domain will be submerged by noise. 2 Therefore, a desirable and successful diagnostic method which can clearly extract the fault feature from the vibration signal of rolling bearing should be able to detect the corresponding repetition frequency of the impulse sequence.
In the process of feature extraction, demodulation of the original signal with envelope analysis can reveal additional fault-related features. 3 As a noticeable faulty feature, repetitive transients have been extensively investigated for fault diagnosis of rotating machinery. Owing to the abilities to indicate not only non-Gaussian components in a signal but also their locations in frequency domain, spectral kurtosis (SK) is effective for extracting repetitive transients and has attracted considerable attention. 4 Antoni 5, 6 conducted intensive research based on SK and proposed a time-frequency analysis method named "kurtogram" which can be described as a cascade of SK calculated by short-time Fourier transform with different time window lengths. To make online industrial applications accessible, fast kurtogram (FK) was developed, which presented adequate efficiency in transient fault detection. 7 The impulses are extracted and highlighted after the raw signal is processed by the band filter of which the center frequency and bandwidth are optimized by FK. Barszcz and Randall 8 adopted FK to detect the tooth crack in the planetary gear of a wind turbine and . Zhang and Randall 9 combined genetic algorithms and FK to optimize the parameters of the band filter in fault diagnosis for rolling bearing. Wang et al. 10 combined the minimum entropy deconvolution and FK for rolling bearing early stage fault feature extraction in early stage. Despite the efficiency, FK reveals its weakness when there are strong nonstationary interference contents in the raw signal. 11 In addition, when the decomposition level is confirmed, the center frequency and the frequency resolution taken into consideration are limited. Namely, the optimal filter is nominal. Afterward, many fast detection algorithms have been applied to process repetitive transients caused by bearing rolling element defects and gear defects, such as the improved kurtogram, 12 the enhanced kurtogram, 13 the sparsogram, 14 and the infogram. 15 However, kurtogram is very sensitive to large random impulses and the selected frequency band with maximum kurtosis may be dominated by such random impulses. 16 In order to solve this problem the demodulation methods based on, Hilbert transform and Teager energy operator (TEO) demodulates are also most widely used . 17 Envelope demodulation based on a single amplitude modulation (AM) frequency modulation signal has been widely used in the field of voice recognition 1, 18 and fault diagnosis. 1, 19, 20 However, the vibration signal of rolling bearing is a multicomponent AM-FM signal. Therefore, the vibration signal of rolling bearing should be decomposed into multiple single AM-FM signals in the process of envelope demodulation. The most frequently used signal decomposition methods are wavelet decomposition, empirical mode decomposition (EMD), ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD), and so on. Among them, EMD and EEMD are self-adaptive decomposition methods based on the character of signal, and they have been widely researched and used in the field of fault diagnosis and pattern recognition. Zhang et al. 21 have utilized EMD to eliminate the noise of stator current signal which was generated by a broken rotor bar. Then, Hilbert transform is used to extract the envelope of denoised signal. Finally, the fault characteristic frequency of broken rotor bar is extracted based on envelope FFT spectrum. To overcome the weakness that traditional envelope analysis should determine resonant frequency, Tsao 22, 23 has proposed a method combined EMD with Hilbert transform. In view of the fact that the gear signal of fan-driven generator is a multicomponent signal and is seriously polluted by noise, a fault diagnosis method combined EEMD with TEO has been proposed. 24 On the basis of EMD and EEMD, Smith 25 has proposed a new self-adaptively unsteady signal decomposition method, named local mean decomposition (LMD). This method can handle the negative frequency, problem that it cannot explain in EMD method. At the same time, it is less sensitive to boundary effect and mode mixing compared with EMD and EEMD. 26 This is a reason why it is widely used in the flied of fault diagnosis. Cheng has introduced LMD method to decompose multicomponent AM-FM signal of the main components of rotating machinery (rotor, gear, and rolling bearing) into several product functions (PFs). And then the operation states of bearing have been identified by computing the instantaneous frequency of PFs and compared the identification performance with the EMD method. 27, 28 Liu et al. 29 have used LMD method to decompose the vibration signal of generator fault into several PFs and realized the early period fault diagnosis of generator in low-speed vibration of motor. In order to select useful PFs to describe the operation state of machine, a new fault diagnosis method combining LMD with FFT is proposed. 30 In conclusion, the LMD method has been widely used in many fields, especially in the field of condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of rotating machinery. 28 ,31 However, the noise is generally unavoidable, which is usually introduced into signals by various interference factors, such as the external environment and testing instrument, etc. 32 Since impulses containing fault information can be concealed by unavoidable noise, noise will affect processing results and the application effects of fault diagnosis methods for rolling bearing. In particular, in industrial environments, vibration signals can be covered with heavy background noise originated from measurement system as well as due to misalignment, unbalance, crack(s) on the rotating shaft, looseness, and distortions. 22 Then, the LMD method is greatly influenced by noise, mostly to increase a lot of extra, useless frequency component, etc. 33 Therefore, denoising signal processing is required before envelope analysis. The ideal denoising technique should remove the noise from the acquired signal without distorting the essential characteristics of the signal. Various techniques such as moving average, short-duration averaging, etc. are used to improve the signal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to some extent. 32, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Among all the denoising methods, wavelet transform (WT) denoising and singular value difference spectrum (SVDS) denoising has been widely applied to many signals. 35 Different from WT denoising, SVDS denoising is a nonparametric signal analysis tool which can be implemented without predefined base functions. Through correlation analysis, SVDS is able to reveal the weak intrinsic pattern buried in a signal and effectively suppress the noise with different distributions. 40, 41 At the same time, the noise elimination algorithm based on SVDS is relatively fast and easy to implement. SVDS-based feature extraction method or singular spectrum analysis (SSA) enables a suitable opportunity to monitor the singular values obtained from vibration signals at different operation conditions. 42 Based on the above analyses, a hybrid fault diagnosis method is proposed for rolling bearing based on SSA and LMD. The structure of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces background theory of the proposed method. "The fault feature extraction process of SVDS-LMD-TEO" section describes the proposed hybrid fault diagnosis method. "Experimental results" section gives experimental validation and engineering application. Finally, conclusions and future works are drawn in the final section.
Background theory
The denoising method based on SVDS method SVDS is a numerical method which states that a matrix A of rank L can be decomposed into the product of three matrices, an orthogonal matrix U, a diagonal matrix S, and the transposed matrix V T of an orthogonal matrix V. 43 This method is usually presented as follows
where U T U ¼ I and V T V ¼ I, S is a diagonal matrix containing the square roots of eigenvalues of A T A, which can be expressed as S ¼ diag(r 1 , r 2 , . . ., r L ), and L ¼ min(m, n). r i (i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., L) is called the singular values of the matrix A.
The method presented in Tufts et al. 44 offers a possibility to find the best approximation of the original data points using fewer dimensions by SVDS. Therefore, it can be used as a process for data reduction and this makes the SVDS a useful tool for denoising of vibration signals. There exists an mÂ n matrix A of rank l L, which minimizes the sum of the squared error between the elements of the matrix A and the corresponding elements of the matrix A which can be formed as
where A new is the reconstructed matrix using only the largest l number of singular values and the rest of the singular values are replaced by zero. It shows that the essence and key of SVD is the correct choice of the largest l number of singular values. Therefore, the SVDS is introduced to eliminate the noise of vibration signal. The implementation process of the SVDS is as follows.
Step 1: The original vibration signal is constructed to Hankel matrix and decomposed by SVD.
Step 2:
The singular values which consist of the diagonal element of matrix S are sorted. According to the order from large to small, a new sequence S new =[r 1 , r 2 ,. . ., r q ] is obtained.
Step 3: The SVDS b i is calculated according to equation (3)
where q is the number of singular value in difference spectrum (q ¼ LÀ1).
Step 4: The mutation or sharp change point l is selected in the SVDS. In other words, the first l number of singular values represent the desired extraction signal.
LMD method
The LMD adaptively decomposes a multicomponent signal into a number of PFs. A PF, with a physical meaning, is the product of an amplitude envelope signal and a frequency-modulated signal. The complete time-frequency distribution of the analyzed signal could be obtained by assembling the instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous frequency of all PFs. As a result, the analyzed signal x(t) can be represented as
where i is the number of the PFs and u(t) represents the residual term. The more detail about LMD can be found in Smith.
25
Envelope demodulation of signal Analyze the principle of envelope demodulation of signal. The method of envelope demodulation analysis implied envelope detection and spectrum analysis of signal comprehensively. The envelope demodulation methods commonly are used to recognize fault of machinery according to the spectral peak of the envelope spectrum. In fact, the high frequency intrinsic vibration is regarded as the carrier of vibration signal of rolling bearing. The amplitude will be demodulated by the pulse excitation force caused by the drawbacks, and the final vibration signal of bearing is a complex AM-FM waveform. The modulation frequency of modulation wave is the corresponding through frequency of drawback. Thus, the frequency component of modulation waveform contains the fault frequency of corresponding drawback. It makes it possible to realize the fault diagnosis of bearing by using envelope demodulation.
Correlation analysis. The LMD method has been widely used to process nonlinear signal for its adaptive filtering properties and multiresolution, but there will be false or redundant components in the decomposition process. The correlation coefficient between PFs and the original signal x(t) is introduced to solve this problem and decide which PFs should be retained and which PFs should be removed. The correlation coefficient cor(t) between PFs and the original signal x(t) is calculated by the following equation 38 corðtÞ ¼
where N is the length of the signal and j is the jth PF. Generally speaking, the criterion to determine the linear correlation of two variables can be concluded as: 0 cor(t) <0.3 is weakly correlated. 0.3 cor(t) < 0.5 is lowly correlated. 0.5 cor(t) < 0.8 is significantly correlated. 0.8 cor(t) 1 is highly correlated. Therefore, the larger the value of cor(t), the higher the degree of correlation.
To not lose any useful information, in this paper, we defined that the threshold value of the correlation coefficient cor(t) is larger than 0.3. In other words, the PFs, with cor(t)!0.3, can be selected as efficient components.
TEO demodulation. For the continuous signal x(t), TEO demodulation principle is as follows 45 /½xðtÞ ¼ ½ _ xðtÞ 2 À xðtÞ € xðtÞ
where _ xðtÞ and € xðtÞ are the first-order differential and the second-order differential corresponding. For discrete signal x(n), the differential operation is replaced with difference operation. Then TEO operator u x n ð Þ ½ can be defined as
From equation (7), for any given discrete signal x(n), the TEO calculates the energy of signal resource at any time n only by using the data of three samples. The TEO energy u PF ½ of PF components can be calculated according to equation (7) . Then, the fault feature will be extracted from the Fourier spectrum of the u PF ½ .
The fault feature extraction process of SVDS-LMD-TEO
The proposed singular value difference spectrum denoising and local mean decomposition (SVDS-LMD) method combines the SVDS denoising with LMD method, which adaptively decomposes signals into various time scales. The flowchart of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1 . The procedure is as follows.
Step 1: Remove the noise of the collected vibration signal of rolling bearing by using SVDS to obtain a high SNR signal sequence x d (t).
Step 2: The signal sequence x d (t) is decomposed into k number of PFs using the LMD method. Figure 1 . Flowchart of the implementation process of the proposed method. PF: product function; SVDS-LMD: singular value difference spectrum denoising and local mean decomposition; WT-LMD: wavelet denoising and local mean decomposition.
Step 3: The interested or efficient PFs are selected based on correlation coefficient criterion.
Step 4: Reconstruct the efficient PFs to obtain the subsequent analysis signal x_new(t).
Step 5: The reconstructed signal x_new(t) is processed by TEO and then the characteristic frequencies of rolling bearing are identified according to the Teager energy spectrum.
Experimental results
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed SVDS-LMD method, the experimental simulation signal and the actual test signal collected from the rolling bearing with crack damage are applied to the experimental verification. Furthermore, a comparison of the normal LMD method, WT-LMD, FK and the proposed SVDS-LMD method is described in this section.
Experimental verification
Data acquisition. The experimental platform consists of a 2 hp motor, a torque sensor/decoder, a power tester, and an electronic controller (not shown in Figure 2 ). 46 The acceleration sensor is installed on the motor drive port, the motor speed is 1797 r/min (namely, the rotational frequency f r is 1797/60 Hz =29.95 Hz). The sampling frequency f s of the data acquisition system is 12 kHz and the experimental data length N is 2048. The test bearing parameters are shown in Table 1 . Then, the defect frequency of rolling bearing is calculated according to equations (8) to (10) 
Inner ring defect frequency :
Rolling defect frequency : Results and analysis. The vibration signal of rolling bearing, such as normal running condition, outer ring fault, inner ring fault, and rolling element fault, is selected, respectively. In order to simulate the early failure of the outer ring, inner ring, and rolling element, the vibration signal with smaller diameter of 0.007 in. (about 0.01778 cm) is selected.
a. Normal operation Figure 3 shows the time-domain waveform and the FFT spectrum of the raw vibration signal collected from the tested bearing in Figure 2 . It can be seen that the condition features are buried in the background noise and the working conditions of the rolling bearing are difficult to be identified. Therefore, the normal LMD method, WT-LMD method, FK and the proposed SVDS-LMD method are applied to analyze this vibration signal, respectively. Figure 4 shows the results of the normal LMD method. Because the first six PFs contain almost all fault information, other PFs and residual are omitted. Moreover, the correlation coefficients between the first six PFs and original vibration signal x(t) are calculated through equation (5) and shown in Table 2 . The correlation coefficients of "PF1-PF2" are greater than 0.3, and PF1 and PF2 are selected as the effective components. As shown in Figure 4 (a), it also can be seen that the periodical impulse of PF1 and PF2 is approximately equal to 0.034 seconds, which mainly corresponds to the rotational frequency (f r =29.95 Hz) of the tested rolling bearing. Therefore, PF1 and PF2 are selected to reconstruct the subsequent signal x_new(t). Figure 4 (b) shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t) and the axis x only shows the valid range 0-600 Hz. The rotational frequency f r of rolling bearing and its harmonics 2f r can be identified. The results show that the rolling bearing is well operated without failure. In order to demonstrate the necessity and effectiveness of SVDS denoising in the proposed method, the results of SVDS denoising are compared with WT denoising, which is widely used in denoising field. In the WT denoising method, the wavelet base functions "db3-db5" are commonly adopted to preprocess the noise in bearing fault diagnosis. 39, [48] [49] [50] So, in follow-up WT denoising analysis, the "db3-db5" wavelet base functions will be used. Figure 5 shows the denoising signal using the WT and SVDS method, respectively. As can be seen from Figure  5 (a), the difference between two denoising methods cannot be seen directly from the denoised signal. Therefore, the SNR index is introduced to measure the merits of denoising methods and shown in Figure 5 (b). In Figure 5 (b), the SNR index shows that "db3-db5" wavelet can achieve similar effect in denoising. However, compared with the WT denoising method, the SVDS method achieves higher SNR.
In order to obtain more intuitive results, the denoised signals are decomposed by LMD, respectively, and the effective PF components are selected to calculate the Teager energy spectrum. Finally, the working state of the rolling bearing is distinguished according to the Teager energy spectrum. Table 2 , respectively. PF1 and PF2 are selected to reconstruct the followup signal x_new(t). We also can see that the periodical impulse of PF1 and PF2 is approximately equal to 0.034 s, which mainly corresponds to the rotating frequency (f r =29.95 Hz) of the tested rolling bearing. The column on the right of Figure 6 shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t) in several different methods. In Figure 6 , it is easy to observe the rotating frequency f r of the tested rolling bearing and its harmonics 2f r . The results also show that when the bearing is in normal working condition, the above stated methods are quite effective. At the same time, by comparing the running time of the several methods, we can see that the presented SVDS-LMD method increases the denoising process, but it reduces the LMD decomposition loop iteration process. So, in terms of running time, the SVDS-LMD method is fairly or slightly less than the LMD and WT-LMD method (performed on a ThinkPad T450s at 2.19 GHz, using Matlab 2010b, the same below).
At the same time, we also use the FK as a demonstration to determine a prior wavelet parameter distribution because the FK attracts lots of attention in fault detection. The main idea of the FK is to use a metric called kurtosis to pick up a suitable band-pass filter with a center frequency fc and a bandwidth Bw from several bandpass filters with different center frequencies and bandwidths for detecting repetitive transients caused by bearing rolling element faults and gear faults. In the FK, it is assumed that the larger kurtosis is, the more a band-pass filter is informative for fault detection. The paving of the FK is plotted in Figure 7 (a), where an optimal filter with the optimal center frequency of 1500 Hz and the bandwidth of 3000 Hz is found. In Figure 7 (b), envelope spectrum of the signal obtained by the optimal filter provides healthy bearing without fault.
b. Inner ring fault Figure 8 shows the temporal waveform and the FFT spectrum of the inner ring fault vibration signal collected from the tested bearing. Compared with Figure 3 , the temporal waveform and the FFT spectrum have occurred the significant changes and added some abnormal frequency components in Figure 8 . In the frequency spectrum of Figure 8 (b), the BPFI can be detected. However, there are many interference frequency components with large amplitude in frequency spectrum in Figure 8 (b). It greatly increases the difficulty of fault identification. So, the normal LMD, WT-LMD and the proposed SVDS-LMD method are applied to analyze this vibration signal, respectively. Figure 9 (a) displays the first four PFs decomposed by the normal LMD method. And the correlation coefficients of the first two PFs are larger than 0.3. The periodical impulse in PF1 and PF2 is about 0.0062 seconds, which is roughly equal to BPFI ¼ 162. 19 Hz of the motor rolling bearing. Therefore, the first two PFs are selected to reconstruct the subsequent signal x_new(t). Figure 9 (b) shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t). In Figure 9 (b), it can be seen that the fault feature frequency BPFI and its harmonics (2BPFI-6BPFI) along with the rotational frequency harmonics 2f r can be observed. But, there are some interference frequency components with large amplitude. Therefore, in order to achieve better result, WT and SVDS denoising methods are introduced to perform signal denoising. Figure 10 shows the denoising signal and SNR using the WT and SVDS methods, respectively, in inner ring fault. Comparing with the results of Figure 5 , similar conclusions can be obtained. Figure 10 shows the experimental results of WT-LMD and the proposed SVDS-LMD method in inner ring fault. We also can see that the periodical impulse of PF1 and PF2 is approximately equal to 0.0062 seconds, which mainly corresponds to BPFI ¼ 162. 19 Hz of the tested rolling bearing. As shown in Table 3 , PF1 and PF2 components are selected to reconstruct the subsequent signal x_new(t) according to the correlation coefficient criterion in WT-LMD and SVDS-LMD method. The column on the right of Figure 11 shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t) in several different methods. It is easy to observe the inner ring defect frequency BPFI and its harmonics (2BPFI-6BPFI) along with the rotational frequency harmonics 2f r . At the same time, through the comparative analysis of Teager energy spectrum in Figures 9  and 11 , we can draw the following conclusions: (1) The WT and SVDS denoising method can enhance and highlight the fault characteristics of signal. (2) In "db3-db5" wavelet base functions, the denoising and spectrum analysis effect are getting better and better. Due to space constraints, the thesis cannot iterate over all wavelet base functions. Although "db5" wavelet is the wavelet base function widely used in bearing fault diagnosis and applied to obtain the better results in this paper, it may not be the best wavelet base function. (3) Compared to the WT denoising method, the SVDS denoising method is easy to implement and can achieve slightly better or equivalent processing effect than the WT denoising method. Moreover, in the case of the same number of LMD decomposition layers, the denoising process slightly increases the running time of the algorithm in WT-LMD and SVDS-LMD. But, the running time of SVD denoising process is less than WT denoising. For further comparison, the FK is applied to the same outer race fault signal shown in Figure 12 (a). In Figure 12 (b), envelope spectrum of the signal obtained by the optimal filter provides inner race fault signatures for bearing fault diagnosis. The inner race fault-related signatures can be also identified by inspecting the inner race fault characteristic frequency and its harmonics. However, compared with the proposed method, the frequency spectra obtained by the FK contain heavy noise which corrupts the visual inspection ability.
c. Outer ring fault Figure 13 shows the temporal waveform and the FFT spectrum of the outer ring fault vibration signal collected from the tested bearing. It can be seen that the bearing fault has occurred . But the fault impulse features are buried in the background noise and difficult to be identified in Figure 13 . So, the normal LMD, WT-LMD and the proposed SVDS-LMD method are applied to analyze this vibration signal, respectively. Table 4 . It can be observed that the correlation coefficient of the PF1 is larger than 0.3. The periodical impulse in PF1 is about 0.0093 seconds, which is approximately equal to the BPFO ¼ 107.36 Hz of the motor rolling bearing. Therefore, the PF1 is selected to reconstruct the new and subsequent analysis signal x_new(t). Figure 14(b) shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t). It can be seen that the fault feature frequency BPFO and its harmonics (2BPFO-8BPFO), along with the rotating frequency f r can be clearly observed in Figure 14(b) .
In order to highlight the fault characteristics and suppress the interference components, WT and SVDS denoising methods are introduced to perform signal denoising in Figure 15 . As can be seen from Figure 15 , the SVD denoising effect is better than WT denoising. Figure 16 displays the experimental results obtained by WT-LMD and the proposed SVDS-LMD method in outer ring fault. We also can see that the periodical impulse of PF1 is approximately equal to 0.0093 s, which mainly corresponds to BPFO ¼ 107.36 Hz of the tested rolling bearing. As shown in Table 4 , PF1 components are selected to reconstruct the subsequent signal x_new(t) according to the correlation coefficient criterion in WT-LMD and SVDS-LMD methods. The column on the right of Figure 16 shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t) in several different methods. It is easy to observe the outer ring defect frequency BPFO and its harmonics (2BPFO-8BPFO) along with the rotational frequency harmonics f r . At the same time, through the comparative analysis of Teager energy spectrum, the similar conclusions with inner ring fault can be obtained. Similarly, the paving of the FK is plotted in Figure 17(a) , where an optimal filter with the optimal center frequency of 3000 Hz and the bandwidth of 6000 Hz is found. In Figure 17 (b), envelope spectrum of the signal obtained by the optimal filter provides outer race fault signatures for bearing fault diagnosis. And then, some similar conclusions with the inner race fault can be obtained. Figure 18 shows the temporal waveform and the FFT spectrum of the rolling element fault vibration signal collected from the tested bearing. It can be seen that the bearing fault has occurred. Compared with inner ring fault and outer ring fault vibration signal, the fault vibration signal of rolling element is more complex. At the same time, the impulse features are buried in the background noise and difficult to be identified. So, the normal Table 5 . It can be observed that the correlation coefficients of the first two PFs are larger than 0.3. The periodical impulse in PF1 is about 0.0071 seconds, which is approximately equal to the fault characteristic frequency (BSF ¼ 141.7 Hz) of the motor rolling bearing. Therefore, the PF1 and PF2 are selected as the fault feature signal to obtain the reconstruction signal x_new(t). Figure 19(b) shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t). In Teager energy spectrum, it can be seen that the fault feature frequency BSF and its harmonics (2BSF-3BSF) can be observed, but along with some strong interference frequency components.
d. Rolling element fault
In order to highlight the fault characteristics and suppress the interference components, WT and SVDS denoising methods are introduced to perform signal denoising. Figure 20 shows the denoising signal and SNR using the WT and SVDS methods, respectively. The above-mentioned denoising signal is analyzed by WT-LMD and the proposed SVDS-LMD and shown in Figure 21 .
As shown in Figure 21 (a) to (c), the first five PFs are obtained by the WT-LMD method. It can be observed that the correlation coefficients of the first two PFs are larger than 0.3. The periodical impulse in PF1 is about 0.0072 seconds, which is approximately equal to the fault characteristic frequency (BSF ¼ 141.7 Hz) of the motor rolling bearing. Therefore, the PF1 and PF2 are selected to reconstruct signal x_new(t). Then, Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t) is calculated and shown in the right column of Figure 21 . It can be seen that the fault feature frequency BSF and its harmonics (2BSF-3BSF) can be observed. Figure 21 The FK is applied to the same outer race fault signal shown in Figure 22 (a). In Figure 22 (b), envelope spectrum of the signal obtained by the optimal filter provides rolling element fault signatures for bearing fault diagnosis. Although the above-mentioned methods can detect the rolling element localized faults, the frequency spectrums obtained by these methods are not totally ideal. However, comparatively speaking, the frequency spectrum obtained by the proposed method provides the best visual inspection ability for rolling element localized fault diagnosis.
Engineering application
In the past section, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by using experimental data sets of the rolling bearing which come from CWRU. To further prove the validity of the proposed method, the practical test data acquired by the rotor experiment platform are selected for subsequent analysis.
Data acquisition. The experimental device is shown in Figure 23 . The device consists of three PCB acceleration sensors: four-channel dynamic data collecting card (NIUSB-9234), PC, and QPZZ-II rotating machinery vibration analysis and fault experiment system. The outer ring fault of rolling bearing is simulated in this experiment. The bearing parameters are elaborated in Table 6 .
Combining the theoretical calculation formula equation (8) of BPFO with bearing parameters shown in Table 6 , the rolling bearing fault characteristic frequency (BPFO ¼ 59.75 Hz) is calculated. In this experiment, the sample frequency f s of the vibration signals is 102,400 Hz and the data length N is 20,480.
Results and analysis. The time-domain and frequency-domain waveform of the vibration signal are shown in Figure  24 . In Figure 24 , there exists obvious impact components in the high frequency part. The bearing can be judged to be abnormal, but the relevant information of failure cannot be obtained. Therefore, the normal LMD, WT-LMD and the proposed SVDS-LMD method are introduced to finish further analysis. Figure 25 shows the results of the normal LMD method. Because the first six PFs have contained almost all fault information, other PFs and residual are omitted. Moreover, the correlation coefficients are calculated through equation (5) and shown in Table 7 . The correlation coefficients of PF1 and PF2 are greater than 0.3. Therefore, the PF1 and PF2 are selected to calculate the reconstruction signal x_new(t). Figure 25(b) shows the Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t). In Figure 25 (b), it can be seen that the fault characteristic frequency BPFO and its harmonics (2BPFO-5BPFO) can be identified. In order to highlight the fault characteristics and suppress the interference components, WT and SVDS denoising method are introduced to perform signal denoising. Figure 26 shows the denoised signal and SNR using the WT and SVDS methods, respectively. The above-mentioned denoising signal is analyzed by WT-LMD and the proposed SVDS-LMD and shown in Figure 27 . As shown in Figure 26 (a), the wavelet base function "db3-db5" and SVDS are adopted to preprocess the noise, but the difference of denoised results between different wavelet base functions and SVDS is not very obvious. As can be seen from the SNR index, the SVDS denoising method can achieve the better result.
In order to compare with the experimental results, further analysis of the above denoised signal is carried out, respectively. The results of the LMD decomposition and the demodulation of TEO for denoised signal are calculated to diagnose the fault of rolling bearing. The decomposition results of LMD and Teager energy spectrum of the effective PF components through denoising of WT and SVDS are shown in Figure 27 .
The LMD decomposition results of the signal through different wavelet base functions are shown in Figure 27 (a) to (c). And the correlation coefficients between the PF components decomposed by LMD are calculated and shown in Table 7 . As shown in Table 7 , the PF1 and PF2 components will be selected as valid components for subsequent analysis so as to obtain Teager energy spectrum in the right column of Figure 27 . It can be seen by energy spectrum in Figure 27 (a) to (c) that the final Teager energy spectrum is more clearer when using the wavelet base function db5. Figure 27 (d) displays the decomposition results of the proposed SVDS-LMD method and Teager energy spectrum. The PF1 and PF2, whose correlation coefficient is larger than 0.3, are selected to reconstruct the subsequent analysis signal x_new(t). In Figure 27 (d), it can be seen that the fault characteristic frequency BPFO and its harmonics (2BPFO-5BPFO) can be clearly identified in Teager energy spectrum of x_new(t). However, compared with the proposed method in this paper, the result of db5 wavelet base function is not the optimal result. Therefore, it is necessary to combine the characteristics of actual signal to analyze in depth and decide how to choose the proper wavelet base function to achieve better effect. This will inevitably lead to the sharp increasing of complexity and operational difficulty. On the contrary, the proposed SVDS-LMD method in this paper is more simple and easy to operate and has good effect on noise suppression and great application value in engineering as well.
In the actual test, the FK is applied to the same outer race fault signal shown in Figure 28 (a). In Figure 28 (b), envelope spectrum of the signal obtained by the optimal filter provides inner race fault signatures for bearing fault diagnosis. From the result shown in Figure 24 (b), bearing outer race fault-related signatures are also identified by inspecting the outer race fault characteristic frequency and its harmonics. In the case of outer race fault diagnosis, although the above-mentioned methods are effective in detecting the outer race localized faults, frequency spectrum obtained by the proposed method is clearest to show outer race fault characteristic frequency and its harmonics. Frequency spectra obtained by the other methods contain heavy noise which corrupts the visual inspection ability. 
